Gregory-Aland Lect. 1223
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 2540)
Kurzgefasste Liste description:
GA Number: l 1223
Contents: le†
Date: XIII
Material: Parchment
Leaves: 353
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 22–25
Dimensions: 32.5 H x 26.5 W
Shelf Number: 2540
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, leaf count
CSNTM description:
GA Number: l 1223
Contents: le†
Date: XIII
Material: parchment
Leaves: 354
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 22–231
Dimensions: 26.2–26.5 W x 32.0–32.4 H x 10.5 D cm
Shelf Number: 2540
Images:
Text (704) + Additional matter (8) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 723 total images
Foliation corrections: foliated on top and bottom (indexed to bottom foliation)
345a = —
346a = ‘345a’
Quires: —
Additional matter: 8 images
Front: 2 additional parchment leaves + cover b = 5 images
Back: 1 additional parchment leaf + cover a = 3 images
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Several pages checked; K-Liste count is probably correct but 22–23 is standard.
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Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on ‘4’)
Text: 352 leaves (704 images)
UV: —
Specific Details:2
Bleached velvet over wood boards, both male pins intact, heart-shaped studs on front and
two large rounded medallions on back.
Front cover detached from codex.
Eusebian canons in margins at times.
1a–2b: non-biblical, intralinear Christian text, unidentified
3a: Johannine prologue
121a (‘120a’): large ornate headpiece for Luke with gold, lapis lazuli, red, and green3
120b (‘119b’): blank
218b (‘217b’): blank
219a (‘218a’): headpiece for Mark has been cut out
294a–354b (‘293a–352b’): Menologion
Back additional matter: non-biblical, intralinear Christian text, unidentified
17 March 2016: dbw/klf
Digitized by: sll/klf/jwp
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Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes.
Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’
3
Headpieces for John and Matthew have been cut out.
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